Source Selection and Pricing
Michael Lonchambon, Team Lead
Wally Khan, Price Analyst
John Moore, Price Analyst
Sophy Mo, Price Analyst
Jalisa Sims, Price Analyst
Tyrone Wright, Price Analyst
Jon Prihoda, Price Analyst

Systems, Policy, and FAC-C
Training
Wendy Crisman, Team Lead
Audrey Montgomery, CO
Diana Denardo, CO

Closeout, Audits, and Reports
Carrie Mulholland, Team Lead
Sharan Jackman, CS

IT Support
LaDonna Brezik (MORI)

Synopsis, Data Entry, and Database
Management
Chris Borden (LI)
Robin Cunningham (LI)
Maureen O’Connell (LI)
Hida Horton (LI)

NOTES:
1 Shared with BJ
Institutional Procurement Office

Kristi L. Fryer, Manager
John E. Trahan, Deputy Manager
Krystine O. Bui, Deputy Manager
Tracy Quintanilla, Secretary (AWD)

NASA Integrated Communication Services (NICS) Acquisition
Jenny Arkinson – DM

BJ2
Keith Hutto – TL
Information Systems & Utilities
Gisela Moreno – CO
Stephanie Hunter – CO
Vacant – CS New Hire
Chris Purvis – CS

BJ3
Caroline Root – TL
Center Operations
Construction & Facilities
Sharyn Willis – CO
Learon Comeaux – CO
*on detail to NSSC
Andrea Browne – CO
Frances Davidson – LWCO
Seliste Acres – CS
Wendy Fleming – CO
Jonathan Anzures – CS
Contractor Support
Helen Bell (LI)
Andrea Leger (LI)

BJ4
Suzan Thomas – TL
Center Operations Services & Environmental
Lara Procknow – CO
Vacant – CO
Jeffrey Black – CO
Emily Pellegrino – CS
Nicole Ames – Intern

7/7/2020